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WEEKLY SPECIALTIES

FRESH ON THE MARKET COMING SOON
ROSE FLOWER CRYSTALS

BABY RED 
ARTICHOKES

BABY KIWI

SPRING GARLIC

MOREL MSUHROOMS

GREEN GAUGE
PLUMS

HYDRO RED VAIN 
SORREL

HEDGEHOG 
MUSHROOMS

GRAFFITI EGGGPLANT

FLOWER CRYSTALS, ROSE JAR
BABY RED ARTICHOKES 10 LB
HYDRO RED VAIN SORREL 1.25 Lb
GRAFFITI EGGPLANT 11 LB
HEDGEHOG MUSHROOMS LB
Kohlrabi (Red,Green) 12 Bunches
Cocktail Avocados Lb
Galia Melons 12 Ct
Wood Ear Mushrooms 5 Lb
Lemon Plums 72 Ct
Variegated/Pink Lemons 18 Lb
Mandarinquats 10 Lb
Stinging Nettles Lb
Edible Flowers Firestix Clam
Ruby Ro-Minis Lettuce 24 Ct
Cotton Candy Grapes 6/3 Lb Clams
Edible Flower Micro Dianthus Clam
Petite Lucky Shamrock Red Clam
Micro Fiesta Blend Clam
Baby Pineapple 10 Ct
Micro Lemon Balm Clam
Treviso 12 Ct

TIGHT/LIMITED
Baby Kale Salad
Quince
Tear Drop Tomatoes
Yellow Frisee
Baby Round Carrots
Lolla Rossa Lettuce
Yellow Wax Beans
Cherimoya
Baby Wild Arugula
Chinese Ginger
Baby Frisee Lettuce

French Breakfast Radish
Quality Issues with Tops

GAPPING
Morel Mushrooms
Yellow Meat Watermelon
Rhubarb (Domestic)
White Figs
Brown Turkey Figs
Purple Asparagus
Sharon Fruit/Persiommons
Chantrelle Mushrooms

WINDING DOWN
Asian Pears
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CROP UPDATE

APPLES AND PEARS

AVOCADOS

ASPARAGUS

BELL PEPPERS

BERRIES

BROCCOLI

CAULIFLOWER

Apple markets remain unchanged 
over the last few weeks. Quality is 
good and supplies are adequate. Bosc 
pears should last through the month of 
February, and D’Anjou going through 
the summer months. Washington is at 
the very end of the Bartlett season. 
Offshore fruit is not expected to start 
for another 1-2 weeks, so we may see a 
small supply gap.

Cold weather has slowed down 
production from new crop mainland MX. 
Supplies continues to be stronger on 
standard/large sizes. Peru has finished 
for the season. Markets are steady. 
Overall quality is good.

Fruit continues to come from MX with 
steady volume. California has started 
with limited volume. Overall quality is 
good. Markets are beginning to come 
off as demand drops after Super Bowl.

Green bell supplies from mainland MX 
continue with steady with production. 
Red and Yellow bells remain limited 
with product coming from older fields 
in mainland MX and will remain limited 
until new crop begins mid-February. 
Markets are down on greens, but are 
higher on reds/yellows.

The Broccoli market continues to adjust 
downward with the help of better yields 
and more supply in the pipeline. Quality 
continues to have slight purpling caused 
by the recent cold weather, some 
mechanical damage, and occasional 
yellow cast. Look for Broccoli to stay 
steady going into next week with the 
warmer weather this week in Yuma.

The cauliflower market continues to 
come off slowly as there are better 
yields and more supply in the pipeline. 
The quality is good with slight bruising 
and yellow cast with weights in the 25 to 
28-pound level. The warmer weather we 
are having in Yuma has started to help 
supplies this week. Look for the market 
to keep coming off going into next week 
with the warmer weather.

Blackberries Supplies are still flowing 
moderately out of Mexico. Quality 
remains unchanged, with some red cell 
and leaky berries arrive in the cases.

Raspberries  Supplies are on the shorter 
side and Mexican production continues 
to dwindle. Quality overall has been 
good.

Strawberries Markets remain firm 
and supplies are short as we continue 
to march towards the Valentine’s 
Day holiday, due to cooler weather 
condition and high demand. Quality 
remains decent, with white shoulder 
and bruising present in most of the fruit 
being shipped.

Blueberries Supplies out of Mexico 
are starting to dry up, leaving most of 
the fruit on the market coming from 
Offshore. Quality is decent overall, so 
fruit coming over on the softer side, due 
to long travel times on the cargo ships.
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Strong production continues out of the 
Oxnard/Santa Maria growing areas. 
Supplies clearly exceed demand. The 
best offers from shippers are in this 
region so please keep in mind. Yuma 
has good production as well but expect 
higher pricing compared to southern 
California. The quality continues to 
be strong as has been the story since 
December. Flexing will continue with 
multiple shippers all week. Mexico has 
production as well.

LEAF LETTUCE & ICBERG
100% Yuma Product

POTATOES
Potato markets remain elevated as freezing 
temperatures continue to affect the growing 
regions. Short supplies and limited transfers 
from cellars to packing facilities continue to 
push the prices up across all sizes of russets. 
Colored potatoes are falling in line with 
their russet counterparts, as weather in the 
growing regions is playing a major factor in 
supply and quality.

Iceberg Lettuce: Warm weather this past 
week had many suppliers overloaded with 
this commodity. The weather accelerated 
the growth of this commodity quickly. 
Multiple shippers were flexing. Santa Maria 
had moderate production but Yuma came 
on strong. The weights have picked up with 
liner product averaging 39-41 pounds. No 
rain is expected in Yuma until next week 
possibly. Expect lettuce to firm up as the 
weather has been cool all this week and 
will not be warming up till the weekend. 
Supplies are expected to be lighter by the 
end of the week. The quality is fair. Common 
defects include mildew, misshapen heads 
and mechanical.

Leaf Lettuce: The market is flat on romaine 
as well as all leaf items. Supplies exceed 
demand. Production is expected to tighten 
up by the end of the week due to the cool 
weather that has plagued the desert this 
week. There have been some ice delays 
reported this week from multiple shippers. 
Supplies in southern California will be 
light. Common defects being reported 
on romaine to include ribbiness, mildew, 
blister and mechanical. These defects are 
showing up on romaine more than red and 
green leaf. The weights are better this week 
with romaine averaging 32-37 pounds while 
green and red leaf has been 18 -22 pounds.
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ONIONS
Quality and supplies remain good out of 
Idaho. The Idaho season should last until 
around mid-April, then we start to see 
some California onions, as well as Mexican 
supplies.

CITRUS - LEMONS

CITRUS - ORANGES

Lemons: Now that the CA DESERT/
AZ DESERT REGION(DISTRICT #3) is 
done, the new crop out of the CENTRAL 
VALLEY(DISTRICT #1) is started. Supplies 
are looking to be steady on the small 
sizes, while the larger sizes are starting to 
firm up. Markets are steady on all sizes.
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CELERY

Information is subject to daily weather and market 
fluctuations and is meant to be used as a guide.

Oranges: Current markets are steady on 
the large sizes and the small size market 
is staying firm and looking to climb. Navel 
supplies on the small sizes continue to be 
tight industry wide. Supplies continue to 
peak on 88s and larger. We are seeing very 
good natural color, high quality and great 
tasting, with brix being consistent around 
12-14%.
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AMENITIES

ITEM  APPLES
6433   Baby Gala, Single Layer
2112   Baby Granny, Single Layer
1979   Baby Pink Lady, Single Layer
7800   Baby Red Del, Single Layer
2276   Baby Fuji
3652   Fuji 48 count

ITEM  TROPICAL / OTHER
3916   Baby Bananas Yellow
1345   Baby Pineapple
2628   Dates Organic
4669   Dragon Fruit
1976   Rambutans
1084   Hawaiian Papaya ITEM  DRIED FRUIT

3020   Apricots Dried
1857   Apples Dried
3994   Blueberries Dried
3866   Cherries Sun Dried
1756   Figs Dried White
3588   Figs Dried Black
5038   Goji Berries Dried
1327   Peaches Dried
1819   Pears Dried
9173   Raisins on the Vine

ITEM  CITRUS
2037   Tangerines
1472   Tangerines Satsuma
1333   Blood Orange
1368   Kumquats
1199   Cara Cara Oranges

ITEM  PEARS
1339   Pears, Asian, 14-16 Count
9814   Pears, Forelle, Single Layer
9815   Pears, Seckel Single Layer
9813   Pears, Comice Single Layer
1966   Pears, Fragrant
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RAMBUTANS

KUMQUATSSUN DRIED CHERRIESFORELLE PEARS

DRAGON FRUIT
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ORGANICS
ITEMS  
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TUSCAN KALE PARSLEY LEAF

JUICING CELERY

BUTTER LEAF

COLLARDS

RED BEETS

BLACK SPANISH RADISH

Tuscan Kale 24 Ct

Green Kale 24 Ct

Juicing Celery 50#

Cucumbers 24 Ct

Watermelon 6 Ct

Apples 100/113 Ct

Beets, Red 25 Lb

Beets, Gold 25 Lb

Chard Green 24 Ct

Collards 24 Ct

Butter Leaf 24 Ct

Parsley Curly 30 Ct

Turnips 25 Lb

Watermelon Radish 10 Lb

Black Spanish Radish 10 Lb
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LES CHATEAUX
Holiday  banquets and events are a good sign of 
healthy business; however, it can overwhelm your 
team. With hors d’oeuvres by Les Chateaux, you 
reduce prep time, while optimizing space and 
efficiencies in your kitchen operation. Our autumn 
favorites range from starters such as Chicken Satay to 
decadent Crab Cakes.

RAVIFRUIT
Not only do we love RaviFruit’s for their product, we
also appreciate that as a company they are socially
responsible in cultivating their soil in an environmentally
friendly way. Their products reflect the alchemy
developed over the years between the experience of
generations of growers and their technical expertise.
This long-term partnership and shared knowledge is
the framework around stringency and experience with
handling fruit integrity that is evident in your kitchen.

DESSERT
We can’t imagine a Holiday event menu without 
dessert, and cheesecakes from Junior’s Cheesecake 
will not disappoint. Impress your guests when they 
sink their teeth into Chocolate Gluten-Free Cake 
from Taste It Presents. If you are looking for a twist 
on classic flavors for your Fall dessert offering, ask 
your Account Executive for a sample of Risvold’s 
seasonal puddings available in: Cranberry, Pumpkin, 
Butterscotch, and Gingerbread. All of these products 
are ready to plate to your imagination.

Market 
Selections


